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I. INTRODUCTION
A COAXIAL CABLE that allows continuous leakage through its outer sheath can be exploited for continuous-access guided communications [1] . The environment, of course, plays an important role whether it be an adjacent roadway, railway right-of-way, or tunnel. A key aspect of such systems is the coupling (intentional or nonintentional) between the transmission modes within the cable and the transmission mode(s) in the external region, Before an optimum communication system can be designed to utilize these coupled modes, a better understanding of the propagation mechanisms is needed.
In this paper, we consider specifically a semicircular tunnel model with a coaxial cable whose sheath is characterized by a transfer impedance. We also allow for the presence of a lossy film on the outer surface of the concentric dielectric jacket. For applications in mine environments such a lossy layer can represent the effect of a thin conducting fluid (i.e., saline water) or conductive dust. Of course, the ohmic losses in the curved tunnel walls are also included. 
II. FORMULATION
The model assumed is described in terms of a cylindrical coordinate system (p,~, z) and is shown in Fig. 1 . The tunnel wall is located at p= aO for O< S#J < T, and the assumed perfectly conducting tunnel floor is located at $=0 and $=r for O<p<co. The region defined byp>ao and 0< @< r is a homogeneous medium with conductivityy u, and permittivity E,. The coaxial cable with outside radius c is centered at p = pO and @=+.. The region defined by p < ao, 0< rp< r, and p'> c, where p' is the radial component of a cylindrical coordinate system (P', @',z) centered at (PO,+.), is described by the free space permittivity and permeability COand pO, respectively. The geometry of the coaxial cable is shown in Fig. 2 . The inner conductor has radius a and high but finite conductivity OW. The surrounding insulation of radius b is a lossless dielectric with permittivity c. The braided sheath located at p'= b is characterized by a surface transfer impedance 2P The outer dielectric coating has radius c and permittivity eC.We also allow for the possibility that a thin lossy film is located at p'= c which is characterized by a transfer impedance Z~. We assume that the fields of each mode of this structure vary as exp ( -rz + iul) where u is the angular frequency, and r is the complex propagation constant for the particular mode.
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In a previous paper, Hill However, here we take a different approach and we use an iterative solution of (1) only for purposes of comparison.
QUASI-STATIC MODE EQUATION
Solution of (1) for the modal propagation constants can be simplified if some quasi-static approximations are invoked. Specifically, we assume that Iy4/ yo12>>1 and that Ivao/<< 1. In fact, using a previous result of Wait [6] and small argument approximations for the modified Bessel functions, we can represent (2) and (3) by
and where (4) r =po(po+ c)/a~.
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Note that both S and Z, are independent of r with this approximation, If we now usẽ~c
given by Wheelon [7] in (5), we find that (1) becomes 021nll+~(Z (17)+ Ze)=0 (7) where l?=2pOsin@Oc-1( 1-r)(l-2rcos@O+ r2)-*'2 and N= 21ry0/TJ0.
After considerable algebraic manipulation, Now (8) is a cubic equation and it has three roots which can be solved for algebraically. Two of these roots can be identified as the propagation constants of the well-known monofilar and bifilar modes. But, in addition, there is a third mode which we will refer to as the jacket mode since it is found that in this mode, the current and return current flows primarily in the braided sheath and the 10SSY film layer, respectively, and that the other currents are negligible.
Examination of (9) reveals that in the absence of the outer lossy film (ZL~oc), a3 vanishes, and (8) reduces to a quadratic equation in 1'2, Consequently, there are now only two solutions, As one would expect, the jacket mode has disappeared, leaving only the monofilar and bifilar modes. These results are not unexpected.
In the general case, we have four axial conductors (the tunnel wall and floor, the cable's inner conductor, the braided sheath, and the lossy film layer). Thus, at sufficiently low frequencies, there will be three TEM modes [8] . But, of course, in the absence of the lossy film, there remain only three conductors and thus only two TEM modes would exist in this low frequency limit. When ohmic losses in these conductors are considered, we still expect three (or two, if ud= O) dominant modes provided the tunnel cross section is small compared with the free space wavelength Ao. = V=+~p,dp' Similarly, we find that the radial electric field within the cable using these quasi-static approximations is given by which are typical values. Finally, in all cases, the cable is located at @O=45°, and the cable's braid is woven at the angle~=450.
IV. CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCES FOR MULTICONDUCTOR TRANSMISSION LINE
In order to ascertain the accuracy of the quasi-static mode equation (7), we first consider a comparison of results computed using this approximation to results computed from (1) directly using iterative techniques. It is interesting to note, however, that the attenuation rates for the monofilar mode ( Fig. 5(a) Another quantity of interest is the normalized phase defined by Im (r)/ko which is inversely proportional to the phase velocity with which the mode propagates along the tunnel. Some values of the normalized phase are given in Table I for the monofilar and bifilar modes. Here LT= 2 nH/m, cra= 5.7 X 107 mhos/m, and od=O. We note that for the monofilar mode, the normalized phase is slightly larger than unity when the cable-tunnel wall separation is large, but increases rapidly as the cable approaches the tunnel wall. On the other hand, the normalized phase of the bifilar mode is essentially independent of this separation and is slightly greater than k/k.= (C/ Eo)l/2 = 1.581. This suggests the interesting possibility of adjusting the dielectric constant of the cable insulation lEEETRANSAC3TONS ONM3CROWAVE 'mlORY ANDTECHNIQUES, VOL.m-r-26, NO. ud=lO-l I!lhOS:-------and the cable-tunnel wall separation such that the two modes will propagate with the same phase velocity.
Finally, we consider the normalized phase for the jacket mode as given in Table II for three values of ud. Here LT = 2 nH/m, and the values given are essentially independent of the other parameters. We see that, for typical values of the conductivity-thickness product of the lossy film, the normalized phase is much larger than one, and consequently, the mode propagates very slowly. It should be pointed out that, like this mode's attenuation rate, the phase is essentially proportional to (ti/@l/2. This paper utilizes the generalized network formulation of coupling through apertures developed in [6] and [7] and extends these results to three regions coupled by two apertures. To accomplish this the equivalence principle is used to replace both faces of the slit by perfect conductors, each of which carry magnetic current sheets on both sides. The original problem is now broken up into three regions which are coupled by the postulated magnetic current sheets. The two half-space regions are loss free with arbitrary p and c and the medium in the slit is assumed Iossy with arbitrary complex p and e. Continuity of the tangential magnetic field is used to derive two coupled operator equations involving the equivalent magnetic currents as unknowns. These equations are put into matrix form using the method of moments, and solved by using standard matrix methods. The result can be interpreted in terms of a combination of "admittance matrices" computed separately for each region. This gives rise to a network interpretation of the problem which treats the unknown magnetic currents as port voltages and the excitation as port currents.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The original problem configuration is shown in IFig. 1.
It consists of a perfect electric conductor of thickness d separating two regions a and c which may have different electrical properties. Coupling between the two regions occurs through a slit of width w filled with an arbitrarily Iossy medium.
The conductor is infinite in the z and y directions.
The problem consists of three regions separated by two boundaries (the slit faces). Using the equivalence principle, the three regions can be separated by 0018 -9480/78 /0700-0499$00.75 @ 1978 IEEE
